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‘Tamasoma Jyotirgamaya’ is the call the College believes in and bring
knowledge to dispel the darkness of ignorance. Our College seeks to ensure inclusiveness and 
awareness of various social dimensions through its discipline, code of conduct and academic 
practices. Our College is also known to be one of the most disciplined Colleges in the area. 
We also put due focus on the issues of national value and interest. The College con
everyday prayer in its assembly, where all the students reiterate the values of inclusiveness, 
and also conducts the National Anthem. The assembly is also used for important 
announcements which include admiring acknowledging students note worthy succ
doing so we inspire and encourage other students also. The College also organizes Blood 
Donation camp, Career guidance test, awareness regarding anti sexual harassment and also 
provided legal consciousness among students through Legal Aid Cell.

The Institution also takes care of the Career Advancement Schemes of its Teaching Staff. 
After submission of promotion application in prescribed format with necessary documents 
the institution processes the file from its end and tries its best to carry out
promotion as early as possible. 

The Institution also has brought its non
Insurance Scheme (ESIC) as a much needed welfare gesture to 
them. 
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mensions through its discipline, code of conduct and academic 
practices. Our College is also known to be one of the most disciplined Colleges in the area. 
We also put due focus on the issues of national value and interest. The College con
everyday prayer in its assembly, where all the students reiterate the values of inclusiveness, 
and also conducts the National Anthem. The assembly is also used for important 
announcements which include admiring acknowledging students note worthy succ
doing so we inspire and encourage other students also. The College also organizes Blood 
Donation camp, Career guidance test, awareness regarding anti sexual harassment and also 
provided legal consciousness among students through Legal Aid Cell. 

The Institution also takes care of the Career Advancement Schemes of its Teaching Staff. 
After submission of promotion application in prescribed format with necessary documents 
the institution processes the file from its end and tries its best to carry out the process of 
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